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SHARE YOUR STORY What motivates you to get up each morning and serve students in our nation’s schools?  
We want to hear from you. Send your 600-word submission for the “Why I Teach” column to editor@tolerance.org.
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Why I Teach

José Luis Vilson teaches math 
at IS 52 in New York City.

Solving Problems Beyond Math Class
“F*** your homework!”

“I’m sorry. What?”
“F*** your homework!”
This unwarranted disruption 

from my student at the end of math 
class might have made me rethink 
my whole career path. The other stu-
dents were equally stunned because 
outbursts like that never happened, 
and—for eight months—none of my 
students had felt the need to disre-
spect our class. We worked through 
dialogue and, even when there were 
rough patches, we diffused the nega-
tivity with understanding. 

Yet, on this Friday, for this stu-
dent who had re-entered my class in 
recent weeks, she saw an opportu-
nity to rebel and jumped right in—and 

then immediately scurried out with-
out returning that day. 

For every 85 students who respect 
the way we do things in my classroom, 
there are always the other five stu-
dents who seemingly have no interest 
in being there. Their gazes are blank 
and, when attentive, these five stu-
dents would rather chatter with their 
friends than get into any task I might 
offer, no matter how interactive and 
student-centered. They skip—not 
walk—into class when they’re late, 
then sit there until I prompt them to 
take out their notebooks.

Am I satisfied with the idea that 
I’m keeping 85 students from becom-
ing part of the five? No. My goal is 
always to teach all 90 students. I’m 

probably my own worst critic, won-
dering if I have built enough strong 
relationships with every single stu-
dent to help them overcome their per-
sonal and academic struggles. 

Math isn’t just a set of numbers 
for me, but an approach to solving 
problems or creating better problems 
than the ones we’ve been left. The 
idea that students can find success in 
math, the great gatekeeper for mid-
dle and high school students, gives 
me life. Even with my rather stoic 
facial expressions, I hope to project 
an enthusiasm about teaching stu-
dents math that becomes infectious. 
When I see students arguing about 
the math and making sense of it with-
out my interference, I’m downright 
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And readers replied…
My son who is on the spectrum just wrote the most heart-rending 
recollection of when his cat passed. One paragraph had me in tears.

Maybe they have too much empathy that they have frozen shut from 
the harshness of the world. If everybody else thinks they are sooo 
empathetic, how come they have trouble understanding this?

G E T  T H E  F U L L  D I S C U S S I O N  H E R E :

tolerance.org/blog/autism-and-midas-metaphor

ebullient. When they struggle with a 
concept, but my questions lead them 
toward their own sense of what’s 
going on, I’m equally joyous. That’s 
why I teach.

I don’t see myself as a political 
agent in the sense of delivering an 
explicit message about my own poli-
tics, but my actions hopefully reveal 
elements of social justice, empathy 
and humanity—elements that can lead 
students to becoming problem solvers.

I teach because the students who let 
me impart lessons to them don’t just 
get the ideas of linear relationships 
and exponents but of passion and hard 
work. For those who can persevere, 
more often than not, they develop an 
unparalleled confidence in themselves 
and very often leave my classroom col-
lege bound and appreciative. 

For the students who strug-
gle with my lessons, I’m quick to 
take responsibility for their life 
paths. Therein lies the struggle for 
those of us fully vested in our class-
rooms. We know how difficult life 
may be for the students most dis-
affected by our school system, and 
we lose sleep over the idea that even 
our best efforts can’t dismantle the 
effects of poverty and trauma. 

As for the student who left that 
day, she eventually gathered herself 
through the end of the year, earning 
a good grade in my class, graduating 
from eighth grade and, yes, actually 
doing the homework assignment I 
gave her. I care about her growth, but 
she is no longer in my care. As a fresh-
man in high school, she will now have 
to make choices with teachers who 
may or may not be as patient with 
her outbursts, teachers who, I hope, 
won’t take it personally when she 
does “turn up.” 

My faith is in all students. If the 
person who pushes them to success is 
me, then I’ve done a great job. If the 
person isn’t me, then of course I’m 
happy anyway. My job is to be a con-
duit to their path.

Autism and the Midas  
of Metaphor
After our writing sessions together, Desmond and I always take a 
few minutes to talk about the movies. He asks me for a couple sug-
gestions (The Lost Boys, Real Genius) and gives me a few of his own 

(The Lego Movie, Shawshank Redemption). But on this day, for 
the first time ever, Desmond had an anti-suggestion: 

“Whatever you do, Chris, you have to promise me you’ll 
never see The Notebook.”

“Why?” I asked.   
“Because it’s too emotional,” he replied. “It’s so emotional it 

hurts. I’m protecting you.”
While somewhat amusing, Desmond’s concern was also very 

touching, and more than that, it was illuminating. As a young man 
on the autism spectrum, Desmond is used to people assuming he 
lacks emotion and empathy, that he can’t imagine how another’s 
experience might feel. 


